
 
101 THINGS TO DO WITH THE KLIMB 

 

SOLVING PROBLEM BEHAVIORS 

 Wait on the KLIMB for harnessing and leashing 
 Prevent jumping on guests at the front door 
 Go to KLIMB to prevent barking out windows 
 Use to wipe off muddy paws 
 Prevent begging at the dinner table 
 Prevent bolting out the front door 

TRICK TRAINING 

 Teach dogs to perform tricks at a distance 
 Elevated surface encourages faster muscle memory 
 Elevated surface increases body awareness 
 Defined area helps create focus 
 Teach your dog “Back Up” by using the KLIMB at an angle 
 Teach your dog to spin in a tighter circle 

GROOMING 

 Outdoor bathing station for quick baths 
 Use in tub to elevate small dogs 
 Station to practice husbandry behaviors for groomer and vet 
 Use to wipe muddy paws after coming inside from a walk 

MANAGING MULTIPLE DOGS 

 One dog waits on the KLIMB while the other is trained 
 Dogs wait on KLIMBS during meal prep or before being let outside  
 Dogs eat meals on individual stations 

STATION FOR PHOTOS 

 Station for dogs to pose on for photos.  
 Can be decorated 
 Connect and stack multiple units to make group photos easier 

SENIOR DOGS 

 Conditioning and stretching 
 Step to get into bed/ on to couch 
 Use to help dogs load into and out of the car 

FOOD PUZZLE 

 Use the underside of the KLIMB as a slow feed bowl.  
 Make it more challenging by draping a towel over it or filling it with toys 

CANINE CONDITIONING 

 Front feet elevated 
 Rear feet elevated 
 Stack and connect tables for different configurations 
 Use on an angle to target different muscles 
 Install short legs on diagonal to create a wobble board (use Traction Mat) 
 Make a tunnel with three KLIMBs to practice crawl 

OBEDIENCE 



 
 Practice fronts, finishes and static heel position 
 Add distance to cues/ position changes 
 Proof stays 
 Teach dog how to “go out” 
 Teach directional signals 

AGILITY 

 Portable pause table 
 Mini contact trainer to teach 2o2o position 
 Canine conditioning and fitness exercises 
 Start line stay practice 
 Use multiple platforms to train directional signals 

CONFORMATION 

 Stacking table – set two KLIMBS a short distance apart.  
 Portable grooming table 

FLYBALL 

 Canine conditioning and fitness exercises 
 Box turn practice 
 Prevent dog from leaking drive - leave on table before race 

DISC DOG 

 Teach vaults and stalls 
 Create a defined area for practicing disc juggles 
 Develop impulse control around the disc feild 

FIELD TRAINING 

 Teach directional signals 
 Steady your pointing dog 
 Practice return to heel position 

BARN HUNT 

 Teach the dog how to go through a tunnel with turns.  
 Gradually cover the KLIMBS to make it darker.  

DOCK DIVING 

 Strengthening and stretching 
 Start line stay practice  
 Floats in pool for confidence building when teaching dog to swim 

HUMAN USES 

 Portable table for RV and boats 
 Take camping for a perfect card table 
 Connect 6 for a mini stage for DJ’s 
 Standing desk 

GROUP TRAINING CLASSES 

 Prevent distractions and interactions 
 Increase focus 
 Quiet reactive dogs 

 


